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ABOUT US

Holy Angel Public School with all its might welcomes you. HAPS is 

a school with an innovative vision in the field of education and 
personal excellence. Remarkably, HAPS adhere to the very basic 
purpose of international standard of education. HAPS is heading 
towards a deviation from the conventional system of education. 
This however doesn't mean departure from the actual teaching and 
educating practices. The fundamental concept of the school is to 
reduce the generation gap in the entire field, by the time the 
students get mature and enter into the practical aspects of life. 
HAPS is the new meaning to a new dimension of education pattern. 
HAPS is not just a school. It is a place where the cradle of wisdom 
lies. It is a place where the children learn more practically about 
body, mind, world and the scientific developments. All the basic 
concept of education is cocooned to capture the mantle of human 
philosophy and its existence. The school understands the 
importance of coeval maturity. The salad days are carefully 
monitored and stucoed to bring out the most efficient person in a 
student. This study concept is practiced from the very primary level 
itself. We make the children vie, whiz kids and boisterous. It is an 
abode for the children. We make our children to hoopla their future 
ambitions. 

That is what HAPS stands for !!



My heart fills with pride and pleasure as I perceive the progress being made at  Holy Angel Public 

School . The seed of an idea sown in 2003, has quickly come to fruition, and the school is growing 

into a strong sapling.It is the endeavour of the Bisht Educational & Welfare Society to make the 

academic life, a smooth journey full of joy and discovery. I extend my warm wishes to the Director's, 

Principal, Staff and Students of  Holy Angel Public School,  to continue this journey on the road to 

excellence. 

HAPS proclaims a powerful vision for the future of young people and has a deep understanding of 
responsibility to help shape their lives.

We aim to unearth every child's talent and provide opportunities which will enable them to discover 
something excited and enthusiastic for them by which the learning and buoyancy are always at par 
with each other.

The academics and extra curricular activities, add a remarkable educational experience in student's 
life.

We are confident that in the years to come we shall equip our students with not only the basic 
knowledge of their concerned discipline but also a deep insight into it, so that they can stand on their 
own and achieve perfection in the careers of their choice.

May the sapling grow into a sturdy tree and spread its branches !

Mr. Narayan S. Bisht
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I have immense pleasure in welcoming you to Holy 

Angel Public School, a highly progressive and 

enterprising school pledged to providing quality 

education with great emphasis on traditional 

values. Besides academic excellence, the School is 

committed to inculcate in all its students, strong 

ethical values of integrity, politeness, kindness and 

respect for elders. I firmly believe that education 

should foster confidence, discipline, clarity in 

thought and decision-making ability to set and 

achieve goals, and above all, social responsibility as 

a life-long process.  Holy Angel Public School  takes 

pride in providing a caring atmosphere to all its 

students just apt for the young minds  to be 

nurtured. It aims to develop scholarly students with 

great self-discipline, intense perseverance and a 

zeal to excel which are the qualities required to 

meet the challenges of the modern society. The 

school seeks your utmost co-operation and support 

at all times to achieve the high standards set.

Dear Parents, 

Selecting a school for your children is one of the 

most important choices you will make. To ensure 

that they are cared for, challenged, and assisted 

throughout their journey through school is a vital 

concern for any parent. Our highly qualified 

teachers deliver challenging courses, while also 

providing plenty of support to help students 

flourish as caring, confident, and culturally 

sensitive individuals. Our well-equipped digital 

Educomp Smart, Live & Leap Classes for 

competitive exam and our academic program are 

enriched by after-school activities, which give our 

students opportunities to stretch their minds and 

their bodies. Holy Angel Public School  is a very 

happy, child-centered place, where we all strive to 

model the behaviors we would like to see in the 

world. HAPS is, indeed, a place where we belong. 

We appreciate your interest in HAPS and invite you 

to contact us if you would like tos learn more about 

our wonderful school.

Mr. Diwan S. Bisht Mr. Balwant S. Bisht



The school is managed by BISHT 

EDUCATIONAL AND WELFARE SOCIETY 
(Regd.) All the directors are young, vibrant 
and have innovative vision in the field of 
education. The society aims at the overall 
development of the public of Almora and 
surrounding places.  The incredible 
experience of the people of the society is 
their greatest asset. All the directors have 
well set-up business establishments in 
Delhi in the field of Education, Information 
Technology, Law and Career Development. 
They have also close association with 
eminent national and international experts 
in the field of education who have guided 
them throughout the enterprise. Focus on 
modern system of education as well as new 
career requirements moved them into the 
right direction.

Our aim is not just to create another face in 

the crowd but to nurture each student in to 
developing a personality which has the resolve 
to do the nation proud. Love, tolerance, 
brotherhood, humanity, patriotism, sensitivity 
to the environment, nationalism, courage to 
bear the life's contingencies and to take up 
cudgels on behalf of the under privileged are 
the hallmarks of our students. HAPS 
endeavours to provide a value-based 
education in a stress free environment where 
students are inculcated with a spirit of enquiry. 
We not only train them to find challenging 
careers but also groom them to  face the 
complexities of life.

GOALMISSION



Education at our school is a combination of 
participation and interaction, which makes 
learning meaningful and enjoyable. Home 
assignments are not only a carry over of class 
work but also oriented towards enhancing 
individual talents. This includes suggested 
books for Social, Emotional, Cultural, 
Physical, Intellectual, Aesthetic & Spiritual 
development. Our school is pioneer in the 
region to be ready for modern teaching 
methods.  Digitally smart classes are utilised 
as teaching-aid 

Education is meant to prepare the citizens of 
tomorrow and these future citizens take up 
their careers under the guidance of learned 
teachers according to the aptitude and flair 
they possess. The students of nursery 
classes are educated in an informal way 
through play-way method, with the help of 
modern aids to develop their latent skills to 
help them bloom in to self-reliant individuals.

ACADEMICS

Play School & 
Pre-Primary Classes



ACADEMICS

Primary & Senior Classes

Formal education is introduced by imparting 
well defined curriculums for each grade 
under the  directive of NCERT for Scholastic 
& Co-Scholastic areas. Art, Craft, Club 
Activities, Music, Computers, Dance  are 
added in the curriculum. The main emphasis 
is to enable the child to express himself orally 
as well as in creative writing. The students 
are taught the whole aspects of life, the most 
important facts are emphasized on and 
students are made to learn them before 
practicing them. Practical training and 
demonstrations will be given in all possible 
areas and special attention will be given in 
identifying the talents of students. 

Science Labs

In the era of Science & Technology, the 
students who have scientific bent of mind 
can suceed in life. For which the School has 
state of art science laboratories, equipped 
with latest amenities.



FACILITIES

The day schooling students arrive at the school in the morning and they  leave the school 
when the classes are  over by afternoon. Such students may carry their lunch boxes along 
with them. The transportation facility is available to them in morning and afternoon. 
However it is very important that all day school students to study the curriculum up to the 
expected standard. It is the duty of the parents to get their ward completely involved in 
studies at home after they leave the school. Private tuition will be of no use to the 
students because the school is adopting a very different module of study pattern by 
identifying the capability of each student.

Day Schooling

Boarding

The School provides flexi-boarding for 
students from Class-III upwards to suit the 
requirements of students and their families.

Full Boarding : The subjects availing Full 
Boarding option stay with the school 
throughout the entire three terms and visit 
their homes only during the vacations 
(Summer, Autumn & Winter)

Weekly Boarding : The students availing 
Weekly Boarding option stay with the School 
during the week (Monday through Saturday) 
and may visit their homes during the 
weekends (leaving on Saturday evening and 
returning by Sunday evening) also besides 
during the vacations (Summer, Autumn & 
Winter).



FACILITIES

Computer Facility

The school is equipped with the latest 

Computer technology, Desktop, Laptops, 

Printers and Internet facility are part of 

computer lab. This will help the students 

to update the knowledge in the field of 

science and technology and enable the 

students to learn more practically, using 

all modern systems of education. 

Internet, e-mail, video conferencing are 

the most important features of this set up.  

Students are regularly taught all the new 

concepts in computer technology and 

they are allowed to actively participate in 

the demonstration. The major impact of 

this facility is that the students will be able 

to handle all the computer related process 

at home and work after they come out of 

the school. Our specially trained 

computer faculty will put all their efforts 

to make the child computer wiz-kid. In 

addition to this, the computer lab will also 

be the hub for various entertainment 

modes.

 Library
HAPS library is especially intended for 
students and its key purpose is to 
enhance the learning curve of students 
and improve the understanding of the 
subject, power to think and strengthen 
problem solving skills in order to make 
students intelligent, independent and 
self reliant.  



CO-CURRICULAR

Personality Development

● Students council

● Houses to inculcate a spirit of 
competition and leadership

● Dramatics, Quiz & Science Fair.

● Inter & Intra school competitions

● Clubs 

● Societies

● Social Works 

The school emphasizes on  all-round 

personality development of the 

children. This is an area where nothing 

can be compromised. It decides the 

future growth of the child in a multi 

dimensional level. Formalities and 

Etiquettes are the most important 

things connected with this field. In 

addition to this, children are taught the 

interacting techniques.



CO-CURRICULAR

Sports

HAPS lays great emphasis on sports and 

games, believing firmly that  through 

this medium a child can imbibe the basic 

human qual i t ies  of  fa i r  p lay,  

sportsmanship, a spirit of competition 

and qualities of leadership. There are 

regular and ample timing for sports. The 

School has large playground and 

provides all facilities for sports and 

games such as Cricket, Volleyball, 

Basketball, Badminton, Throw ball, 

Table-tennis etc. 



HEALTH CARE

Diet & Dining

Medical Check-up

All children of the school are subjected to regular medical check up to ensure optimum 

growth at all stages of childhood. All students will be under the supervision of an expert. A 

medical professional will monitor the students, advise and regulate the life style such as 

exercise, diet, medicines and vitamins intake. We conduct 

regular camps for parents to make sure that every thing goes 

smooth in the family environment too. Experts from All India 

Institute of Medical Sciences and other renowned hospitals of 

New Delhi conduct these camps. All parents are encouraged to 

avail this great opportunity.

HAPS provides well-balanced and 

nutritious vegetarian/ non-vegetarian 

food for the students under the guidance of 

qualified dieticians. HAPS ensures that the 

students get palatable,  balanced,  

nutritious and wholesome vegetarian / 

non-vegetar ian d iets .  Indian and 

Continental foods are the regular features  

of the HAPS Mess menu. Teachers and 

wardens also dine with the students and 

personaly look into each student's food 

habits. Teachers and students also do 

serving by rotation, so as to create a family 

environment.



EXCURSIONS

SCHOOL TRANSPORT
The excellent teacher escorted transport 

facility is available on scheduled routes for 

Day Scholars. Approximate timing for each 

bus stop on various routes of our buses is 

given in the route chart. The routes and pick-

up points are ascertained on the basis of 

convenience to parents and their wards and 

they are subject to change from time to time 

on the basis of change in fuel prices.

Adventurous activities are a part of school 

curriculum. Students are sent for educational 

and recreational excursions, picnics, 

museums, art galleries etc. Sometimes they 

go for trekking, rambling, hiking (long walk), 

rock climbing and mountaineering too.



The School strictly follows curriculum 

suggested by CBSE, New Delhi, which 

advocates it as a process to provide holistic 

profile of the learner through regular 

assignments of both scholastic and Co-

scholastic aspects of development over the 

span of learning time.

Admission Procedure
All children registered are expected to appear for a written entrance examination comprising 

of four papers namely, English, Hindi, Mathematics and General Awareness, (except classes 

Play group, LKG & UKG) where separate interviews with the child and the parents are 

mandatory.

Failure to attend the entrance examination / interview without proper reason will cause the 

registration to lapse and the registration fees paid will be forfeited.

For Day Scholars

The brochure of charges and the schedule of payment are available at the school office. The 
parents are requested to look into every instruction carefully and obey the rules in its 
totality:

a. Payment of fees shall be deposited in cash/cheque/demand drafts in favour of 
school only in  the bank. ( Almora Urban Co. Bank Ltd., Almora)

b. The parents are expected to write clearly students folio number, name and class.

c. Fee will have to be deposited only on Quarterly or Yearly basis. Last date of payment 
thof fees will be 15  of the months April, July, October & January for the day scholars, 

failing which Rs. 10/- per day as late fee would be charged. If the defaulter is unable 
to clear his/her dues within 30 days, his/her name will be struck of the rolls and re-
admission would be allowed only if all dues are cleared along with Rs. 1000/- as re 
admission charges, that too after completing the admission formalities a fresh.

For Boarding Scholars

The brochure of charges and the schedule of payment are available with the school office at 
the time of admission.

School Fee & Payment Schedule Evaluation of Academic Work 



Along with the teaching community, education is a combined endeavour of parents and 

society. The institution has succeeded in developing an active organization of the 

parents. The school organize PTM on a regular basis. It is compulsory for all parents to 

attend PTM. They can meet teachers and know the progress of their wards, if needed, 

may even discuss the individual problems of their children and put forward their valuable 

suggestions. 

Parents / Visitors can also forward their concern / feedback via mail at 

contact@hapsalmora.com or hapsalmora@yahoo.in

Withdrawal Procedure Parent-Teacher Interaction

1. If any parents want to take T.C. 

after completion of session they 

have to submit application before 
st31  March other wise they have to 

pay one quarter fees for the next 

class. 

2. If the child is withdrawn in mid-

session or expelled from the 

school, the fees and charges paid 

will not be refunded in part or in 

full.

3. Transfer certificate will not be 

issued until or unless all the dues 

are cleared.
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HAPS ACHIEVERS

Neeraj	Supyal

NEET 2018 
Quali�ied

Sunidhi	Bisht

NEET 2018 
Quali�ied

Anjali	Pant

NEET  2018 
Quali�ied

Geetanjali		Bhandari

Assistant Professor

at Doon PG Collage of 

Agriculture & Technology 

Dehradun

Anupriya	Nayal

Junior Research 

Fellowship

Best debator(2016)

in National Debate

Namit	Pant	
Employee of the 

month 
(September 2017)  

IBM

Dhairyata	Arya

International 

Scholarship 

to Singapore

Lata	Kant

Junior Research 

Fellowship 

at Indian Veterinary 

Research Institute 

Bareilly
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Almora

HAPS
ALMORA





Website : www.hapsalmora.com
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